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Abstract:
EM (Electromagnetic) techniques enable efficient wireless communications in different media with different
material absorptions. A wide range of novel and important applications in such challenged environments can be
realized based on the EM communication mechanism. The main challenge in this area is the realization of
efficient and reliable links to establish multi-hop communication and efficiently disseminate data for seamless
operation. However, the hostile environments do not allow the direct usage of most, if not all, existing wireless
communication and networking solutions, mainly because of the extremely high path loss, small communication
range, and high dynamics of the EM waves when penetrating the different medium. In this paper, the
propagation based on EM waves in the 315/433 MHz band through a solids: soil, coal, oil sand and liquids:
water, salty water and crude oil medium is analyzed in order to explore its applicability. The developed model
evaluates the total path loss, the transmission characteristics and bit error rate. The propagation characteristics
are investigated through simulation. The theoretical analysis and the simulation results prove the feasibility of
wireless communication in the 315/433 MHz band in these environment and highlight several important
aspects in this field.
Keywords: electromagnetic absorbance, channel model, path loss, wave propagation, bit error rate, soil, coal, oil
sand, water, salty water, crude oil.
1. Introduction
WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks)are deployed on land ,underground, and underwater. A sensor network
faces different challenges and constraints according to the environment in the sensor network deployed. There are
five types of the wireless sensor network as discussed at [4].
1. Terrestrial Wireless Sensor Network.
2. Wireless Underground Sensor Network.
3. Underwater Wireless Sensor Network.
4. Multi-Media Wireless Sensor Network.
5. Mobile Wireless Sensor Network.
WUSNs (Wireless Underground Sensor Networks) and UWSNs (Underwater Wireless Sensor Networks)are
envisioned to operate in quite different underground and liquid environments, including soil, coal, oil sand, water,
salty water and crude oil medium. The system architecture of general WUSNs in solid medium: soil [2], coal [3],

oil sand [4] and liquids like water [5], salty water [5] and crude oil [4] medium as detailed in[2-5] consists of
a large number of wireless sensor nodes.
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Hostile underground and underwater environments prevent the direct use of most, if not all,
existing wireless communication and networking solutions, due to the extremely high path loss, small
communication range, and high dynamics of EM waves when penetrating the solids and liquids medium.
In this paper, focused on the system architecture of WUSNs and UWSNs specifically tailored for
operation in solids and liquids media. The system architecture of WSNs in different medium is illustrated
in Fig. 1. Medium 1 can be soil, coal, oil sand, crude oil or water medium. Medium 2 shows the second
medium which is usually air. In a generic WUSNs or UWSNs architecture, there may still be some devices,
such as sink nodes, deployed aboveground. Hence, the communication between the underground,
underwater sensors and the aboveground sinks should also be considered.
Fig. 1. System architecture of the wireless underwater sensor network

The necessity arises to examine the propagation characteristics of EM waves in different mediums
as well and suggest a viable engineering solution that will take into consideration all the requirements. That
is why, this work presents a detailed theoretical study of the propagation channel and path loss in different
medium. The objective of the paper is to address the unique and important challenges for the realization
of wireless sensor networks in challenging environments.
Previous research in the 2.45 GHz band has shown that efficient communication between sensor
nodes in underwater and underground environment is possible only for distances of less than 1 m [6,
7].The channel characteristics of the EM waves are investigated in different mediums in the MHz range
which has proven to be better than other bands studied for efficient communication in solid and liquid
environment [2, 3]. Wireless nodes with the RF Transceiver TR1000 and CC1000 like MICA, MICA2,
MICA2DOT, Cricket, MANTIS nymph motes can also operate in the 315/433 MHz which can increase
the efficient communication between sensor nodes comparing with 2.45 GHz. For this reason 315/433
MHz have been used in the analyses. Also, analysis of the communication channel medium at 315/433
MHz band can help users in evaluating results both from underwater and underground environment and
simplify deployments by using the same operational method for both cases. On the other hand, decreasing
operating frequency below 300 MHz increases the antenna size, which can also hinder practical
implementations of WUSNs and UWSNs. Considering that MICA, MICA2, MICA2DOT, Cricket,
MANTIS nymph motes operate in the 315/433MHz range, while still preserving small antenna sizes.
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WUSNs and UWSNs promise a wide variety of novel applications, including intelligent irrigation,
environmental monitoring, infrastructure monitoring, localization, and border patrol. In a lot of these
applications the entire application medium consists of water, soil, coal etc. Thus our study aims at
providing a detailed theoretical investigation and analytical model for wireless sensor networks used in the
case of different media. This paper compared the channel characteristics of the EM waves at 315/433
MHz band in solid medium: soil [2], coal [3], and oil sand [4] and in liquid medium: water [5], salty water
[5] and crude oil [4].
From here on the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II signal propagation in medium which are
in solid medium: soil, coal, oil sand and in liquid medium: water, salty water and crude oil are investigated
specifically in the 315/433 MHz band. In Sec. III channel characteristics and network performance
parameters are described and evaluated in the same mediums and frequency band. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Sec. IV.
2. Calculation of Channel Absorption Properties
The unique characteristics of signal propagation in different medium require derivation of the path
loss considering the properties of the medium. From the Friis equation [8], it is well known that the
received signal strength in free space at a distanced from the transmitter is expressed in the logarithmic
form as
Pr  dBm   Pt  dBm   Gr  dB   Gt  dB   PL  d 
(1)
where Pr is the receiver power, Pt is the transmit power, Grand Gt are the gains of the receiver and
transmitter antennas, and PL(d)is the average path loss at a distance d from the transmitter, given by
(2)
PL  d   FSL  d   PLmedium .
FSL (d)which is showed in equation 2 is free-space path loss that shows the loss in signal strength
of an electromagnetic wave that would result from a line-of-sight path through free space, with no
obstacles nearby to cause reflection or diffraction.
  4 2 
FSL  d   dB   10 log10  
df  
 c
(3)
 

 20 log( d  m )  20 log( f  MHz )  27.55.
In equation (3)FSL(d)is showed in dB that for d, f in meters and megahertz, respectively, the
constant becomes 27.55, d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver in meters, f is the
operation frequency in MHz ,and c is the speed of light in a vacuum, 2.99792458 × 108m/s. PLmedium(d)
stands for the additional path loss caused by the propagation in different medium, which is calculated by
considering the following differences of EM wave propagation in the medium compared to that in air: (1)
the signal velocity, and hence, the wavelength λ, is different and (2) the amplitude of the wave will be
attenuated according to the frequency. The additional path loss, PL medium(d),in the medium is, hence,
composed of two components which is
(4)
PLmedium  d   L  L
where Lβ is the attenuation loss due to the difference of the wavelength of the signal in the medium, λ,
compared to the wavelength in free space, λ0, and Lα is the transmission loss caused by attenuation with
attenuation constant α. Consequently, Lβ = 20 log(λ0/λ) and Lα = e2αd.
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Considering that in the medium, the wavelength is λ = 2π/β and in free space λ0 = c/f , where β is
the phase shifting constant, c = 2.99792458 × 108 m/s, and fis the operating frequency, the Lβ and Lα can
be represented in dB as follows:




0  c f

PLmedium  L 20log(
)(dB)   L  8.69 d (dB)  .
(5)


  2 

 
 
L 15420log( f )20log(  ) 


Given that the path loss in free space (3), the path loss, PLmedium (5), of an EM wave in the medium
is as follows:
(6)
PL  d   6.4  20 log( d )  20 log(  )  8.69 d
where the distance, d, is given in meters, the attenuation constant, α, is in 1/m and the phase
shifting constant, β, is in radian/m. Note that the path loss, PLmedium, in (5) depends on the attenuation
constant, α, and the phase shifting constant, β. The values of these parameters depend on the dielectric
properties of the medium.
The values of α and β depend on the dielectric properties of the medium which is given as γ = α +
jβ

    2 
    2 
1  ( )  1 ,   2 f
1  ( )  1
(7)

2 

2 



where f is the operating frequency, µ is the magnetic permeability.ϵ’ and ϵ’’are the real and
imaginary parts of the relative dielectric constant of the medium values are taken from [9, 10]for water,
[11] for salty water, [12] for oil, [13] for oil sand, [14] for coal (F-5 type coal values are used in this
paper)and [2] for soil.
  2 f

Finally, for deep environment the value of the path loss can be calculated using Equation 6.The
reason for this is that in real deep environment the reflection arising at the medium boundaries with air
and medium are small enough to be neglected. So, when considering the communication between two
nodes in deep environment a single-path model is adopted.
Fig. 2. Path loss for deep environment for 315/43 MHz a) for solidsb) for liquids
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a

b
Fig. 2 gives the values of path loss for deep environment for 315/43 MHz. Examining the figure in
detail, it can be seen that, the path loss increases with increased frequency thus the communication
distance is reduced. Suppose, system loss of 100 dB is assumed, then from the graph it can be seen that the
communication range for 315 MHz will be up to in solids: 4 meters in soil, 6 meters in oil sand and 18
meters in coal ( The coal used in this paper is F-5 type of oil the other types of coal channel properties can
be find at paper [3]), in liquids: 0.5 meters in salty water, 5 meters in water, and more than 20 meters in
crude oil. On the other hand, the effect of frequency on the communication distance can be examined, for
example in water by assuming the reference value of 100 dB system loss and compare the distance at 433
MHz, which is 4 m, to the distance at 315 MHz which is more than 5 m.
In [2,15-17] it has been proven that BPSK (Bipolar Phase Shift Keying) modulation provides the
largest range in soil environment. Consequently, in this analysis, BPSK modulation is considered which the
BER (Bit Error Rate) can be calculated as: BER = 0.5erfc (√ SNR), where erfc is the error function and
SNR is the signal to noise ratio.In this paper communication channel modelled singe-path channel model
and two-path channel model in the underground channel such that the envelope of the signal is modelled
as an independent Rayleigh distributed random variable, Xi, i∈{1,2} [2, 5]. Consequently, for the singlepath model, the received energy per bit per noise power spectral density is given by
r=X2Eb/N0(Eb/N0=SNR), which has a distribution as f(r)=1/r0exp(r/r0), where r0=E[X2]Eb/N0 can be
directly found from the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the channel.
Fig. 3. BER for deep environment for 315/433 MHz a) for solids b) for liquids
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a
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Upon examining Fig. 3, it can be seen that the BER is inverse proportional to the frequency. For a
distance of 6 m at 315 MHz the BER value is only 0.1, while at 433 MHz for the same distance the value is
increased to 0.45 in water. For a distance of 6 m at 315 MHz the BER value is only 0, while at 433 MHz
for the same distance the value is increased to 0.25 in oil sand. BER rate also changes according to
distance in the same medium according to the frequency. Fig. 3 also confirms that, given a Pt of 10 dBm,
and Pn -100 dBm, for the generally accepted 315 MHz the communication range of the sensors will be in
solids: 4 meters in soil, 6 meters in oil sand and 18 meters in coal, in liquids: 0.5 meters in salty water, 6
meters in water, and more than 20 meters in crude oil as seen in Fig. 2. It should also be pointed out that
with the reduction in frequency the communication is quickly increased.
Fig. 4. BER for deep environment with transmission power 10-30 dBm at 315 MHz a) for solids b)
for liquids

a
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b
Fig. 4 gives the values of BER as a function of the distance for transmission power 10 – 30 dBm at
frequency 315 MHz. It can be seen that, when the transmission power increases the communication
distance is increases. It can be seen that while for a system operating at 10 dBm the communication range
is around 4 m, it is substantially increased to 6 m if the transmission power is 30 dBm in water. Also this
increment changes in different ratios at other mediums according to transmission power. Fig. 4 also tell us
using the right frequency increases the distance more than changing the transmission power of the sensor.
3. Calculation of Channel Performance
The BER of a communication system depends mainly on three factors: The channel model, the
SNR, the modulation technique used by the system. Considering the channel model, the SNR is given by:
Pt Transmit Power (10  30 dBm)

SNR  Pt  Lf  Pn 
Lf Total PathLoss
P  Energyof Noise(100 dBm).
 n

(8)

Here assumed that Pt is between 10 and 30 dBm for our evaluations and Pnis −100 dBm. Although
the noise, Pn, may change depending on the properties of the medium, this value is a representative value
that can be used to represent the properties of medium BER. The BER also depends on the modulation
method. In order to provide an initial investigation in this area, various modulation methods are
investigated as well as their effects on BER. From the paper [2, 15-17], it can be seen that the BPSK
modulation method provides the largest range in soil. Consequently, in the case of different medium the
BPSK modulation is also considered. For the special case BPSK, the BER has a closed form solution
which can be expressed as a function of the SNR as: BER = 0.5erfc (√ SNR), where erfc(・) is the error
function and SNR is the signal to noise ratio.
The reflection from the surface and the bottom depends on the reflection coefficient at the
interface between medium 1 and medium 2. The reflection coefficient is given by Equation 13: [17].
 v  1v1
 2 2
 2v2  1v1
(9)
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where ρ1 and ρ2 are the density of the first and second medium respectively and v1 and v2 are the
wave velocity in both mediums. The reflection loss from the surface and from the bottom is PLref and
shown in Equation 10.
PLref ( dB )  PL ( d )  10logV
(10)
where PL(d) is the path loss due to the single path given in (6) and 10logV is the attenuation factor
due to the second path in dB. V is given as follows:
V 2 ( d )  1  (  exp( r )) 2  2 exp(r )) 2
(11)
2 f
 cos(  ( 
 (2)))

where, Γand ϕ are the amplitude and phase angle of the reflection coefficient at the reflection
point; Δ(r)=r-d,(r=r1+r2 in Fig.5) is the difference of the two paths and α is the attenuation constant.Here
d=d1+d2 is the shortest distance between two sensors, Hi is the shortest distance between the sensor and
the interface and ri is the distance between the sensor and the respecting reflection point. Fig.5 provides a
graphical 2D side view representation of the channel path. The single-path channel comprises d1and d2
(path d), while the three-path channel model comprises r1and r2 (reflection from the Medium 2 – Medium 1
interface) and r3 and r4 (reflection from the Medium3 – Medium1 interface).
Fig.5 Three-path channel model

In medium near the surface called shallow medium the reflection coefficients at the medium 1
interfaces with medium 2 and medium 3have an important contribution in the path loss and thus their
effect, which causes the path loss values to fluctuate, cannot be neglected. In this paper medium 1 is
calculated as the environmentmedium which is soil, coal, oil sand, water, salty water and crude oil and
medium 2is calculated as an air.
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Fig. 6. Path loss for shallow environment for 315/43 MHz a) for solids b) for liquids

a

b
The results in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 clearly show how with the increase in distance and depth these
fluctuations in the path loss values become even more ostensible. Fluctuations are caused from the
reflection from the medium 2 which have shown in Fig. 5.
Shallow environment and short distance between the sensors increases the reflection. Increasing in
the reflection causes increasing the fluctuations. If the results in Fig. 6 are compared with those in Fig. 2 it
can be concluded that the path loss of shallow medium is nearly same with the deep medium case. The
short distance between the sensors, the predominant component of the received signal is the direct path
component while the indirect ones have no significant contribution.
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Fig. 7. Path loss for shallow environment as a function of depth for 315/43 MHz a) for solids b)for
liquids

a

b
In Fig. 7 one can track the change of path loss values as a function of the medium depth. As
intuitively expected the fluctuation is reduced with increasing the medium depth and nearly disappears
after 2 m soil, 3 m in oil sand and 5 m in coal and in liquids disappears after 0.5 m salty water, 1 m in water
and 2 m in crude oil. Thus the conclusion can be made that after a depth of 2 m soil, 3 m in oil sand and 5
m in coal and in liquids 0.5 m salty water, 1 m in water and 2 m in crude oil in modeling the path as “deep
medium” single-path model is justified. Also, the fact that the function is more linear after the a few
meters depth, justifies the idea that the path loss in deep medium can be suitably modeled by a single-path.
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Fig.8. BER for shallow environment as a function of depth for 315/43 MHz a) for solids b)for
liquids

a

b
For the two-path model, the received signal is the sum of two independent Rayleigh fading signals,
which is denoted as location dependent two path Rayleigh channel. Consequently, the composite
attenuation constant, X, in multi path Rayleigh channel is [2, 5]:
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X 2 =X12  X 2    exp    r  



2

 2  X1  X 2    exp    r  

2


 cos      
 r





(12)
where X1 and X2 are two independent Rayleigh distributed random variables of two paths,
respectively. The other parameters are the same with formula 11. In Fig. 8 one can clearly see the effect
that the very few increment in distance on the BER. The BER rate increases with the increase in distance.
This figure shows that the BER rate for shallow environment nearly same with BER rate for deep
environment. The BER rate effected more in small distance.
Fig. 9BER for shallow environment as a function of depth the transmission power Pt 10 – 30 dBm
for 315/43 MHz a) for solids b) for liquids

a

b
Fig.9 shows the BER for shallow environment for the case of transmission power Pt in the range
10-30 dBm, and Pn equal to -100 dBm. As the transmission power is increased the BER is reduced. The
increase in transmission power from 10 to 30 dBm results in an increase of the distance of about 0.5 m
soil, 1 m in oil sand and 6 m in coal and in liquids distance of about 0.25 m salty water, 2 m in water and 4
m in crude oil. This figure shows that the BER rate for shallow environment nearly same with BER rate
for deep environment.
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Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 shows that the BER rate effected more in small distance. Also, from Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9 tell us path loss in deep medium can be suitably modeled by a single-path in distance more than a
few meters.
4. Conclusion
As mentioned before the hostile underground and underwater environments prevents the direct
use of most, if not all, existing wireless communication and networking solutions, due to the extremely
high path loss, small communication range, and high dynamics of EM waves when penetrating the
different medium in the underground and underwater environment. This study aims at providing a detailed
theoretical investigation and analytical model for wireless sensor networks used in the case of different
media. This paper compared the channel characteristics of the EM waves in solid medium: soil in paper
[2], coal in paper [3], oil sand in paper [4] and in liquid medium: water in paper [5], salty water in paper [5]
and crude oil in paper [4] which are investigated specifically in the 315/433 MHz band.315/433 MHz
band has been analyzed because of wireless nodes with the RF Transceiver TR1000 and CC1000 like
MICA, MICA2, MICA2DOT, Cricket, MANTIS nymph motes can operate in the 315/433 MHz which
can increase the efficient communication between sensor nodes comparing with 2.45 GHz. For this reason
315/433 MHz have been used in the analyses.
The results show that the 315/433 MHz band has a weak dependence on both the molecular
composition of the medium and the transmission distance in different medium. Thus, the 315/433 MHz
band has been analyzed for its suitability for small size sensor developments. Analyzing the medium at
315/433 MHz band can help users in comparisons of propagation characteristics in underwater and
underground environments and facilitate deployment. This paper also tell us path loss in deep medium can
be suitably modeled by a single-path in distance more than a few meters. In this respect the work, which
investigates in detail the specifics of the propagation channel, presents a guideline for other researches that
will be working in the promising new field of 315/433 MHz Wireless Sensor Networks.
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